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sheds just
attempts
enough of
his famous tough-guy persona to be part romantic comedy
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love interest, the charming
He is joined by Rachel McAdam (Patrick Wilson), is
Adams, who stars as workaseen for any signi�icant time
holic television executive
in only a handful of scenes,
producer Becky Fuller. Fuller,
and it is impossible to brush
recently �ired from her gig at
off the feeling that the two
a local morning show in New
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Top, Diane Keaton plays Colleen Peck, a superficially pleasant anchorwoman for “Daybreak,” a ridiculous news program.

are together only for the sex.
McAdams and Wilson have so
little chemistry that in a scene
in which he is supposed to
be enamored with her while
talking at a bar, his eyes say
only “sex.”
The time the �ilm spends
with Pomeroy is genuinely
funny, particularly when he is
opposite co-host Colleen Peck
(Diane Keaton). Peck forces
her way through each show
with fake smiles and laughs,
only to become a monster
toward the staff and her arrogant associate. Unlike their
younger counterparts, Ford

Coloring Outside
the Lines

Question your
next move

‘Real World’ threats
oblige questions of
the next step
BY MEG BURIK

Columnist

As the holidays draw near, I
steel myself for the impending
waterfall of “future” questions
from relatives. “Are you still planning on going to law school?” “How
will that English degree work out

for you in this economy?” “Are you
ready for the real world?” This
season, I feel a rush of de�iance
and strange security, because I can
honestly say, “I don’t know.” I have
no idea what I’m going to do with
my life. But really, does anyone?
This transitory time of the �inal
years of college, or the �irst years
in the amorphous and falsely
named “real world,” offer many
scary possibilities. My current
attitude toward the ominous “next
step” is to reevaluate my passions.

and Keaton have great chemistry. Scenes in which they volley insults back and forth are
like something out of Saturday
Night Live, as each one tries
to top the other. In fact, the
antics on the morning show
itself earn the loudest laughs
as we watch the pitifully lame
weatherman thrown from an
airplane, Peck attacked by a
chipmunk during an animal
segment and former President Jimmy Carter incorrectly
labeled as a “sexual offender”
during a news report.
The issue of modern news
stands at the forefront of the

�ilm’s plot. Is journalistic news
of yesteryear of�icially dead, as
Becky declares when arguing
with Pomeroy? Has pandering entertainment replaced
integrity and principle?
Michell seems to suggest that
the answer to both questions
is “yes,” but he attempts no
criticism.
“Morning Glory” is not
a dark, satirical critique of
modern news like “Network,”
or even a comedic review like
“Broadcast News”. The death
of Walter Cronkite-esque
news, according to this �ilm, is
a fact. There is no argument
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here to suggest that we should
�ix this or that it is even wrong.
It just is. Such a depressing underlying message is counterproductive for a movie trying
so hard to be a lighthearted
comedy.
If one can get past the
�ilm’s indecision over what
it is exactly, and take it as
simply a cute comedy, then
you should enjoy “Morning
Glory.” And if you still are
unsure about whether or
not you want to see the �ilm,
just imagine Indiana Jones
cooking a frittata and then
decide.

In an opinion column by William
Deresiewicz in The Chronicle, a publication that covers higher education
topics, Deresiewicz argues for true
innovation in your life path in a column adapted from a speech he gave
to the freshman class at Stanford
University. He discusses a concept he
calls “Moral Imagination,” which he
describes as envisioning new ways
to live your life.
“It means �iguring out what
you want for yourself, not what
your parents want, or your peers
want, or your school wants, or your
society wants,” Deresiewicz wrote.
“Originating your own values.
Thinking your way toward your
own de�inition of success.”
I don’t know if I am up for
the Deresiewicz challenge. But
maybe you are, maybe I am. There
is something very comforting in
having a sound next step, one
that comes from “getting in” to
whatever is next, be it a job or
additional education. Or maybe
next year you will �ind yourself
living in an eco-village learning a
sustainable lifestyle. Maybe next
year you will do freelance copy
editing while working on a novel.
Maybe next year you will take that
step to start a career and work up
a corporate ladder.
Whatever step you decide to
take after college, just don’t forget
to question it.
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